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A NEW NON-HERMITIAN QUADRATIC OPERATOR
HAVING EXACT SOLUTION
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We report on the exact solution of a new modelled one-dimensional
non-Hermitian quadratic operator generated using similarity transforma-
tion. In fact, the model Hamiltonian satisfies the T -symmetry condition
i.e. [H,T ] = 0. Apart from analytical study, we perform necessary compu-
tational work to verify the analytical results.
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1. Introduction

While dealing with the Hermitian operators [1]

H = H+ , (1)

we all ensure that energy spectrum of the operators must be real. In other
words, we call all the real eigenvalues of the operators as “unbroken spectra”.
However, Bender and Boettcher [2] discovered that unbroken spectra can also
be associated with Hamiltonian having PT -symmetry in nature i.e.

[H,PT ] = 0 . (2)

In the above, P stands for parity operator having space reflection be-
haviour as

PxP−1 = −x , (3)
P |x|P−1 = |x| , (4)
PpP−1 = −p , (5)
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and T stands for time reversal operator having the behaviour

TiT−1 = −i , (6)
TpT−1 = −p , (7)
TxT−1 = x , (8)
T |x|T−1 = |x| . (9)

Considering this, the commutation relation of

[x, p] = i (10a)

remains invariant under PT operation. Similarly, one will see that the com-
mutation relation defined by [3]

1

(1 + βλ)
[x+ iβp, p+ iλx] = i (10b)

is also PT -invariant. In a previous study [3], this new commutation relation
(Eq. (10b)) has been discussed using similarity transformation [4, 5], pertur-
bation theory [3] and Lie algebraic analysis [6]. The above analysis is used
for quadratic operators and the invariant of commutation relation is basi-
cally an indication on the energy invariance. We come across an interesting
analysis on spectral nature of operator associated with |x| in which Bender
et al. [7] reported that certain PT -symmetry operator i.e.

H = p2 + ix|x| (11)

can yield broken spectra. In fact, this motivates one to study |x| in con-
nection with complex Hamiltonian. As reported above, we find that only
operator |x| is unaffected by either parity or time reversal transformation.
Thus, we propose a new condition to get unbroken spectra i.e.

[H,T ] = 0 (12)

along with the following conditions:

HT |Ψ〉 = TH|Ψ〉 = E(T |Ψ〉) , (13)
T |Ψ〉 = |Ψ〉 . (14)

It is worth mentioning here that the wave function of the operator H
must be T -invariant. In order to justify our stand, we consider an exactly
solvable quadratic operator. Prior to this, we also suggest a procedure how
to generate the same using similarity transformation in the following.
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2. Matrix model analysis

Let us consider a Hermitian matrix in the form of (2× 2) as

HHermitian = H =

[
5 1
1 4

]
(15)

having eigenvalues

λH1 = 5.618 and λH2 = 3.382 . (16)

Using similarity transformation approach, the matrix S can be defined as

S =

[
1 −1
1 0

]
. (17)

Now, we generate a new matrix as follows:

h = SHS−1 , (18)

where h is given by

h =

[
3 1
−1 6

]
. (19)

Further, the eigenvalues of this operator (Eq. (19)) are

λh1 = 5.618 and λh2 = 3.382 . (20)

However, h is non-Hermitian (i.e. h 6= h+) but preserves real spectral
nature. This non-Hermiticity can easily be visualised if one wrote it as

h =

[
3 i
i 6

]
. (21)

3. New non-Hermitian quadratic operator with p → p+ iβ|x|

Now, let us consider an exactly solvable quadratic model Hermitian op-
erator as

H1|Φn〉 =
[
p2 + λx2

]
|Φn〉 = En|Φn〉 = (2n+ 1)

√
λ |Φn〉 . (22)

The wave function of the above operator is exactly known [1]. Now, we
use similarity transformation as [8]

〈Φn|S−11

(
S1H1S

−1
1

)
S1|Φn〉 . (23)
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Hence, the new Hamiltonian (h1 = S1H1S
−1
1 ) satisfies the eigenvalue rela-

tion
h1|Ψn〉 = εn|Ψn〉 . (24)

The transformation operator is selected as

S1 = e
β|x|2

2 , (25)

then it is easy to see that

S1pS
−1
1 → p+ iβ|x| . (26)

Hence, the commutation relation becomes invariant i.e.

[x, p+ iβ|x|] = i . (27)

Therefore, the new Hamiltonian (h1) becomes

S1H1S
−1
1 = h1 = p2 +

(
λ− β2

)
x2 + iβ(|x|p+ p|x|) . (28)

Now, let us consider the case λ � β2. Let λ = 1 + β2, then the new
non-Hermitian Hamiltonian reads as

h1 = p2 + x2 + i
√
λ− 1(|x|p+ p|x|) . (29)

As a model example, we consider λ = 3. Now, the h1 (Eq. (28)) can be
written as

h1 = p2 + x2 + i
√
2(|x|p+ p|x|) (30)

having energy eigenvalue as

εn = (2n+ 1)
√
3 , (31)

and wave function as
|Ψn〉 = S1|Φn〉 . (32)

4. Computation codes using MATLAB

In the following, we give the MATLAB code to generate the eigenvalues
of the operator using the matrix diagonalisation method [9, 10]

N = 100 ; n = 1 : N − 1 ; m = sqrt(n) ; (33)
x = [diag(m,−1) + diag(m, 1)] /

√
2 ; (34)

p = i× [diag(m,−1)− diag(m, 1)] /
√
2 ; (35)

H = p2 + x2 + i× sqrt(2)×
[
p× sqrtm

(
x2

)
+ sqrtm

(
x2

)
× p

]
; (36)

EigSort = sort(eig(H)) ; (37)
EigSort(1 : 10) . (38)

The first five eigenvalues of the operator (Eq. (30)) are tabulated in
Table I.
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TABLE I

Eigenvalues of non-Hermitian Hamiltonian (Eq. (30)).

Quantum Computed Exact
number eigenvalue result

0 1.732 05
√
3

1 5.196 15 3
√
3

2 8.660 25 5
√
3

3 12.124 35 7
√
3

4 15.588 45 9
√
3

5. Discussion and conclusions

In this paper, we proposed a new quadratic exactly solvable non-Hermit-
ian model operator, whose energy eigenvalue and wave function can be cal-
culated analytically. In fact, this new Hamiltonian is different from the stan-
dard PT -symmetric Hamiltonian as discussed above. We present a matrix
model to derive the non-Hermitian T -symmetry model operator. Operator
analysis involving |x| and p has been carried out to generate the proposed
new Hamiltonian using similarity transformation. In order to cross-check the
theoretical analysis, we have given simple computer codes in matrix diago-
nalisation method using MATLAB. We hope both the beginners and experts
will find it useful for further research in Mathematical Physics, Quantum
Mechanics, 1-D field theory etc. One can extend the model on numerical
calculation of any non-linear oscillator. For example, we find spectra of
anharmonic (duffing) oscillator

H3 = p2 + x2 + x4 , (39)

and corresponding non-Hermitian Hamiltonian

h3 = p2 + i(|x|p+ p|x|) + x4 (40)

remains the same. In the above model, we have briefly discussed unbroken
spectra. It is worth mentioning here that like PT -symmetry breaking, the
T -symmetry operator has also broken spectra. However, one does not know
exactly the cause of broken spectra of some operators in Quantum Physics.

We thank the reviewer for giving constructive comments which helped
us improving the manuscript.
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